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We refer to articles by Bird [I] and Bird et al. [2] on automorphisms ol’ posets. 
Let P, Q de-ote posets; P x Q is the Cartesian product with the lexicographic 
order and R&Q that same product with the “reverse” lexicographic order, viz. 
(p, -1) < (a’, 9’) iff 4 < q’ or q = 4’ and p *f p’. r(P) denotes the automorphism group 
of P, i.e. all order preserving maps of P onto P which have order preserving 
inverses. The wreath product r(Q) 1 r(P) is the group of permutations cf the 
csrtesian product of P with Q given by pairs (b, f) with b E T(P) and f~ (I’! uJ>)~ 
lvhich act on (p, q)~ PX Q by (b, f)(p, 9) = (b(p), f,(s)). The terminology and 
notatk3rl is essentially that found in [2], where the following rssult is established: 
Theoreml.l. -~(Q)~r(P)rT(PxQ) and we hmeT(Q)lI’(PJ=T(PxQ) iffeach 
g E r(P x Q) acts uniformly in the ,ird coordinate (i.e. g( p, q) axd g(p’, r) have the 
same fimi ~mr&i-wte whenever p = p’.) 
A similar result found in [I ] replaces equality with isomorphism ir! a dual 
statement about the reverse lexicographic order: 
T&rem 1.2. T(P) 1 I’(Q) = T(A8 Q) ‘fJ I each g c r(P@ Q) acts uniformly in the 
second coordinute (i.e. g(p, 4) and g(p’, q’) have the same second C~lOd~ilGk 
whenever q = q’.) 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 f<,und in [ij, however, shows only that the natural 
imbedding is an isomorpkism precisely under the stated conditiaris. One may weli 
inquire whether* other isomorphisms might not in E”act exist, even though the 
stated uniform condition is not met. For P, Q finite Thecw~-~ 1.2 is ~+Cv~lent to 
Theorem 1.1, how t\ er, the general assertion in Theorem 1.2 hs Wsc 3s the 
following cc~untt:le:ample shows, 
P=qE?Z 
F-g. 1, Pcsets ‘*P’* and “Q ‘. 
Clearly k(P) z{id) c nd r(Q)=+& c2 x l l l ) ‘= direct product of o copies of c2 
the cyclic group of m&r 2. Thus T’(F)1 r(Q) = id& x c2 x l 9 l J = 
(cpc2x l l l ) =i direct product of o spies of c2 But F 3 Q may be thought of as 
Q copies of B ordered as. Q ’ is. ordered (sze i ‘g. 2). Thus r(P@ Q)s 
(f(~~ijx~~~-~~))~~~(~~4jxf(6~~~x\..~ri;~~~zn)~.... 
Fig. 2. The “Reverse” lexlcogr lphic order on P x Q. 
Since the oAy automorphism exchange like connected cmpments of P@Q. 
Thus r(P@Q)4c2xc2x. l . ) =direct product of w copies of _F~, and we have 
r(P)?r(Q) = r(P@ Q). However, r!P@ Q) fails to xt uniformy in the second 
coordinate: the map LY which exchanges (a, 1) with (5 1’) aqd leaves everythmg 
else fixed belongs to r(P@Q) but we have ol(a, 1) = (a, 1’) and tu(2>, 1)= (b, 1) 
with ‘1 # 1’. Thus Th emem 1.2 fails for infinite pose& P, Q. 
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